
TV Series Producer 

Employer: BBC Lebanon LLC /BBC News 

Job title: TV Series Producer 

Contract: Consultancy 

Period: 6 months contract / renewable 

Location: Beirut 

Application deadline:  Sunday 27th November 2016 

Please note that only if your application is successful you will be contacted.  

BBC XTRA: A youthful and modern pan-Arab TV magazine programme from Beirut is recruiting 

freelance TV Researchers, Producers, Senior Producers, Presenters and a Senior Series Producer. 

BBC XTRA is the BBC Arabic’s weekly magazine programme, dealing with a wide variety of issues, 

from hard hitting social affairs to the effect of major news stories on people’s lives, along with news 

and stories from the worlds of culture and art.   

Experience in television is essential, as well as wide knowledge of current affairs, social trends and 

issues. Also essential is excellent Arabic and English language skills, both written and spoken, with 

full correct Arabic grammar that is suitable for broadcast. Wide range of contacts across the Arab 

world is highly desirable. Often working under tight deadlines, it is important to be flexible in your 

working hours, willing to travel when necessary and an excellent team player. 

Arabic speakers from all nationalities are encouraged and welcome to apply. 

  To apply, please provide the following in English, unless stated otherwise: 

 1. A full CV with references. 

 2. A covering letter outlining how your background, skills and experience meet the requirements of 

this position. 

 3.  Please provide a proposed running order for an hour long episode contains different slots, 

packages, interviews (no less than 5) that are topical and relevant to the wider BBC Arabic XTRA 

audiences around the world. Stories and content chosen shouldn't be older than one week of your 

application. You can view episodes of the previous series on YouTube although we expect your 

approach to be original and fresh.  

 4. In relation to the above point, please write, in Arabic, a billboard for the episode and the first cue 

for your lead story of the programme introducing any (suggested) relevant guests.     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaTf_FGhjxY&list=PL63lwGZ_8vsm1yEHt93kuXvfZFlCMO-aT


 5. Please send your complete application to: beirut.programmes@bbc.co.uk  it is very important you 

send it with the subject “ XTRA TV Series Producer/ your name/ your nationality/country of 

residence if different”. 

 Applications without all 5 above requirements will not be considered.  

OVERVIEW 

BBC Arabic is the largest language service of the BBC World Service, providing news and current 

affairs on Radio, TV and Online to Arabic speaking audiences in the Middle East and beyond. The 

service is multi-media daily newsgathering operation for daily, weekly and long-term planning. BBC 

Arabic increasingly collaborates with, and provides material for, other language outlets and 

platforms. A major part of BBC Arabic’s output is made up of long form programmes, documentaries 

and investigations, produced in-house by the BBC Arabic Programmes Unit. 

 THE ROLE 

BBC XTRA has an excellent reputation for creativity and hard hitting social  stories as well as the 

latest from the worlds of arts, culture, science,, technology  and sports. This is delivered daily live on 

radio and weekly on TV in a modern and relaxed presentation style. The BBC XTRA team is very hard 

working and well organised with excellent team spirit, something that the new Senior team will need 

to maintain Whichever area you work in, a large part of your role will be to lead and guide the 

production team, and to ensure that the best journalism from BBC Arabic is properly shared with all 

platforms and the rest of the BBC. 

With Arabic as your first or equivalent language, you will be fluent in English and have an up to date 

and comprehensive knowledge of Middle East and international current affairs, political and non-

political. A good understanding of the role of social media in our journalism is essential. 

You will lead the production of the second season of BBC Arabic Xtra broadcast internationally 

through BBC Arabic. You will ensure that the series delivers on time, on budget, and to an agreed 

programme brief, responding to audience needs and achieving impact.  

You will be providing editorial leadership, support and develop the team. You will lead and inspire a 

diverse production team, and build their skills to deliver TV content of the highest creative, 

production and editorial standards. You will work closely with the local team in Beirut and the team 

in London 
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THE IDEAL CANDIDATE  

The successful candidate will have complete fluency in Arabic and English with practical experience 

of live broadcast journalism in radio and television as well as managing a team. Knowledge of a very 

wide news agenda encompassing social affairs, arts, culture and science, is crucial to this position as 

is detailed current knowledge of the Middle East, media market and the changing needs of the 

audience. 

You must be able to demonstrate exceptional editorial judgement with the ability to prioritise 

stories, and to make major decisions under the pressure of live output. Ability to manage and 

develop the production team. 

Experience in producing integrated television and social media content to maximise engagement of 

audiences . You will bring strong editorial judgment in line with BBC Values.  Demonstrable 

experience as team leader. 

  REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE:  

 A full command and up to date knowledge of spoken and written modern standard Arabic, 

as first or equivalent language. 

 Considerable relevant experience as a series producer. 

 Excellent independent and balanced editorial judgement. 

 The ability to communicate effectively in a modern style adopting the appropriate tone. 

 Experience of originating and developing creative programme ideas and of dealing with live, 

breaking stories. 

 Ability to interpret complex stories for a non-specialist audience. 

 The ability to work to tight deadlines and under pressure. 

 Good organisational skills and the ability to prioritise workload and to work flexibly. 

 Understands the duty of care in general with regard to individuals’ wellbeing and in 

particular with regard to Health & Safety issues. 

 A team-player with good interpersonal communication skills. 

 

  

 


